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 Our research story

International research

 Issues and challenges faced by 
librarians

 The road ahead 
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differences and 
commonalities in 
the information 

seeking behaviors 
and research 
practices of 

engineering grad 
students

‘train the trainer’ 
program for 

librarians in India

create an IL 
program at IITGN 

for graduate 
students

build cross-
cultural capacities



“….it creates synergy and fosters ways of addressing research questions, 
extending existing research to other populations, constructing meaning and 
drawing implications that would not have been otherwise possible. This also 
means that both partners optimize use of their resources and find solutions to 
intractable problems. At least this is the hope — and often the promise.” (APA, 

2014).

INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH 
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Build capacity at institutions

Build institutional knowledge base

Gain cultural perspective

Attract more international students 

Share expertise and build 
partnerships
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s Expensive

Time differences/semester 
differences

Researcher fatigue 

Different work ethics

Different researcher 
expectations

Different work site issues 
and challenges
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Diverse 
international 
student 
community

Cross-
cultural 
capacity 
building 

Numerous 
benefits of IL 
instruction 



Job descriptions

Infrastructure

LIS curriculum

International students

Cultural competencies

Stakeholders on campuses

Lack of resources 





• Introduction to different information 
literacy frameworks

• Introduction to different learning objects 
and learning strategies

• Group activities / Role play 

• Pre-test and post-test evaluations using 
LibWizard

• Ways to find resources 

• Discuss strategies with librarians from 
UVic 



Focus groups of  students at the University of Victoria, Canada

Another IL workshop this time at IITB (on March 8th)

Fulfill requirements of Shastri Indo-Canadian Institute, New Delhi

Preparation of IL online modules, suitable for science & technology students in India

Incorporate findings into our own IL instruction when teaching International 
students at UVic
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